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Lemmings – and in particular the Norwegian lemming found in the Scandinavian Peninsula
and Kola – are known for their extensive and fairly regular fluctuations in individual
numbers.1 There are folklore stories about these lemming cycles – as they are called. And
there is a large body of literature on this phenomenon. Indeed, why lemmings (and other small
northern rodents) exhibit such fairly regular cycles remains by and large an unsolved
scientific problem – one of the classic problems in ecology.2
The modern scientific study of lemmings started with work carried out by the Norwegian
Professor of Zoology Robert Collett, who at the end of the 19th century gathered a great deal
of information about lemmings – and their variations in numbers. But it was not until the
work of the British ecologist, Charles Elton, that the study of the lemming cycle saw its
modern form. With the publication of Elton’s paper3 in 1924 the modern study of lemming
cycles started.
To try to understand why lemmings fluctuate both regularly and extensively is indeed an
important problem in ecology. Not only is such fluctuation found in several rodent species of
the north. It is also found in other species, such as the Canadian snowshoe hare.4 It is also of
conceptually great value: as long as we do not understand the lemmings – and the other socalled cyclic species – we cannot claim that we understand population dynamics, the study of
dynamics and regulation of populations.

The Norwegian Lemming – a key study animal in the field of population ecology. (Erika A. Leslie)

During the academic year 1996-97, an international team of scientists worked on this problem
at the Centre.5 The overall aim of our work was to analyse long-term data on lemmings and
other periodically fluctuating species in order better to comprehend what the patterns to be
explained are. Statisticians and ecologists worked together – and during the process developed
new statistical models.

Among the discoveries during this period was the statistical documentation of phasedependencies: during the increase phase of the population cycle, animals have a different
dynamic structure than during the decrease phase. This had been a claim for many years –
supported by experimental data – but never documented on the basis of statistical analysis of
long-term population data. In a series of studies we demonstrated that such phase-dependency
could indeed be found in natural systems.6 This finding was a result of statisticians’ favouring
a particular form of non-linear models (the so-called threshold autoregressive models,
essentially being piece-wise linear models7) and meeting up with ecologists working on the
population cycles of northern mammalian species. Furthermore it was through long
discussions – profoundly facilitated by the Centre-setting – that we were able to interpret
biologically what the statistical results told us. These phase-dependencies could also be
confirmed through our analysis of demographic data on survival and reproduction – primarily
in a huge data set made available to us by Finnish colleagues.8
Another discovery – made after the period at the Centre, but conceived during the work at the
Centre – is the importance of the length of the winter in the generation of the regular
population cycles seen in lemmings and other northern rodents. This was understood by
analysing data on the grey-sided vole in Hokkaido – a similar species to that found in
Scandinavia. Again analysis of large amounts of time series data9, made it possible for us to
single out season as a key factor in the generation of the population cycle. As long as there is
a so-called delayed density-dependence (which can be generated in a variety of ways,
including through closed interactions between predators and the small rodents, as well as
through closed interactions between small rodents and their vegetation), changing the length
of the winter will change the population dynamics: in regions with short winters the
populations may be stable (which indeed is observed), whereas in regions with long winters
the dynamics may be lemming-cycle-like (again as observed). This is an interesting and
important result, not least since scientists have been arguing – almost fighting – over the
underlying reasons for the regular population cycles seen in lemmings and other small
northern mammals. Our results suggest that it may not matter whether there is a closed
interaction with the rodents involving predators or vegetation (over which scientists have been
fighting) as long as one or the other link exists; what matters is the length of the winter
(relative to the length of the summer).
Much further work is certainly required. However, we all feel that the work at the Centre
provided the right platform and setting for generating these results. It is encouraging, though,
that a detailed theoretical modelling study – also started during the period at the Centre – has
confirmed the above predations.
So, can we say why there is a lemming cycle? Probably we can: it is most likely a result of a
combination of either predation or interaction with its own food supply combined with the
short summers (and long winters) in the regions where they live.
It is worth adding some more personal reflections on the importance of the Centre for
Advanced Studies. My own experience is that it provides an ideal platform and atmosphere
(involving hard work in the study chambers, relaxed and challenging discussions around the
sofa table and short intensive workshops) for creative work. I for sure have benefited
profoundly from my stay at the Centre – hopefully the scientific community may see some
effects as well.
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